Tours
From the historic World
War II Military Museum to a
working fish hatchery, Kodiak
has many interesting and
educational places to visit,
including the country’s largest
Coast Guard station.
MemoryMakers can
take you to and walk you
through the Alutiiq Museum dedicated to preserving and
sharing the native heritage
or the Baranov Museum - the
oldest remaining Russian
structure in Alaska.
We can walk the docks
at St. Paul Harbor – shared
by Stellar Sea Lions and
commercial fishing boats
or comb the beaches that
surround the city.
For a more hands on
approach we can try tidepooling or visit the touch
tank at the Kodiak Fisheries
Research Center.

Fishing • Photography
Sightseeing • Tours

Dake Schmidt, owner and operator
of MemoryMakers Tour & Guide
Service, has over thirty years of
fishing experience and a true passion
for the outdoors. It is his privilege
and pleasure to share with you the
uniqueness that is Kodiak Island
and all it has to offer.

Fill your freezer or your camera’s
memory card, MemoryMakers can
show you all that Kodiak Island has to
offer while traveling in the luxury of
the island’s most comfortable van.

Dake and his cat Zonkers are
year-round residents of Kodiak Island.
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The island’s most
comfortable travel van.

907-486-7000
www.memorymakersinak.com

Call 907-486-7000
and let the memories begin!

Fishing

Photography

Sightseeing

With over fifteen road
accessible rivers, Memory
Makers can put you on a
fish of a lifetime. Reds, Pinks,
Silvers, Chum, Rainbows,
Steelhead and uncountable
numbers of Dolly Varden can
be pursued and lured into
a strike.

Anywhere you point your
camera on Kodiak Island is a
keeper for your photo album.

With so many places
to explore and see on
Kodiak Island it might seem
overwhelming to the senses.
From long mountain hikes to
short gentle walks following
our trail system, there is
something for everyone.

Lunch and all fishing
tackle (fly/spin) and gear
are provided, the only
thing missing is you. This is a
wonderful opportunity for the
whole family, small children
up to the most seasoned
adult will have little problem
to easily accessible fishing.
Kodiak Island’s road
system offers excellent yearround fishing opportunities.
We can help you land
and photograph the fish of a
lifetime and make a memory
for your album.

Visit us at
www.memorymakers.com

You’ll experience first hand
a variety of what the Emerald
Isle has to offer. From spacious
scenic views where the ocean
meets the horizon to a densely
covered spruce forest with
gleaming rays of sunlight, we
will find that special place.
Wildlife abounds in Kodiak
and so do opportunities to
observe puffins, eagles,
salmon and the ever elusive
Kodiak bear. A wide variety of
ocean birds and inland song
birds will keep a birder busy
and a shutterbug in paradise.
Let MemoryMakers help
you fill you memory card.
Sessions can be arranged
from an hour to several days.

You will be able to view
a river full of salmon or the
splendid birds eye view high
atop Pillar Mountain.
Walk the trails at Fort
Abercrombie State Park,
a local favorite, with its
historic World War II gun
emplacements in and
among fields of wildflowers
and dense moss laden spruce
trees. Also at Abercrombie is
the chance to view whales,
puffins and fishing vessels
at sea from quality spotting
scopes mounted at the park.
Call now, be it an hour
or a day we will make a
memory either way.

The island’s most
comfortable travel van.

To make a memory
call 907-486-7000

